
Real-life puzzles to stimulate cross-departmental conversations
and collaboration to achieve a common goal

PLAY 4 PERFORMANCE
DRONES WORKSHOP

What You Will Learn?

What To Do? Rundown

This programme allow participants to strategize
together and leverage each other’s strengths to achieve
a common goal. Foster communication and build trust in
an exciting and competitive setting. Can-do attitude and
growth mindset will be strengthen in teams while
solving problems. 

The 3-hour training programme caters 30 employees to
boost morale and build trust within the working team.

This programme simulates real-life situations that
require participants to stay calm and communicate
effectively under time pressure. Empathy and great
listening skills are essential to communicate efficiently,
and master the technical tools to achieve the given
missions. Each team has to utilise the strengths and
potentials of every member to plan, execute, and
manage crisis throughout the programme.

Build with given materials. The fastest team wins!

Hit the target with a drone with team effort

Control a drone and finish a race

Share insights and give constructive feedback

Welcome Message and Introduction
Building the Airport

Pilot training + Hitting the target

Break
Amazing Race

Group Discussion and Debrief + Appreciation Tree

10 mins
30 mins

30 mins

20 mins
50 mins

40 mins

Reserve a
session now
to maximize
your team
performance!

Ms Suki CHANG sukichang@hkpc.org

INQUIRY
+852 2788 5802



Practical problems to train creativity and deicision-making ability
with calculated risks under time and resource constraints 

What You Will Learn?

Participants will coach each other to achieve the same
goals, give and receive feedback with empathy. They
will also share skill sets during the activities. This
programme focus on the importance of radical
collaboration, experience sharing, and employee
connection.

What To Do?

The 3-hour training programme caters 30 employees to
boost morale and build trust within the working team. 

The programme includes 2 main parts: Road & Robot
Building, and Bridge & Transport Building. In the
program, participants need to build a structure to carry
materials on robots and decide on the best transport
route. They also required to build bridges by controlling
robots with demands from customers.

PLAY 4 PERFORMANCE
ROBOT WORKSHOP

Rundown

Reserve a
session now
to maximize
your team
performance!

Ms Suki CHANG sukichang@hkpc.org

INQUIRY
+852 2788 5802

Work separately and create a product together!

Work with uneven resources and clients' demands

Share insights and give constructive feedback

Welcome Message and Introduction
Road Building and Building Robot Structure

Group discussion
Break
Building the Bridge and Transport Material

Group Discussion and Debrief + Appreciation Tree

15 mins
45 mins

10 mins
10 mins
60 mins

40 mins



Real-life puzzles to practise strong collaboration across teams &
departments and through effective communication

What To Do?

The 3-hour training programme caters 30 employees to
boost morale and build trust within the working team. 

The programme includes 3 parts: Masterpiece, Bomb
Disposal and Appreciation Tree. Each team will have one
VR headset to see the time bomb, and the bomb disposal
manuals are given to solve the puzzles. Each team
member will take turns wearing the VR headset to
deactivate the bomb while the others will give effective
feedback/instruction to him/her.

PLAY 4 PERFORMANCE
VIRTUAL REALITY WORKSHOP

Ms Suki CHANG sukichang@hkpc.org

INQUIRY
+852 2788 5802

What You Will Learn?

More collaboration to face new challenges
Experience technologies and embrace innovation
Enhance mutual understanding, effective listening,
trust and respect

Rundown

Reserve a session now
to maximise your team performance!

Defuse a life-threatening bomb with a few materials

Solve puzzles in a VR game to save your team!

Share insights and give constructive feedback

Welcome Message and Introduction
24 or Masterpiece + Debrief

Break
Bomb Disposal VR Game (2 rounds)

Group Discussion and Debrief + Appreciation Tree

15 mins
30 mins

15 mins
80 mins

40 mins


